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CHICAGO – Comic book adaptations aren’t just for superheroes anymore. “Paper Girls,” by Brian K. Vaughan, has been adapted into a TV
series that will stream on Prime Video beginning July 29th, and features Riley Lai Nelet, Camryn Jones, Fina Strazza and Sofia Rosinsky as
the paper route foursome.

They portray Erin (Nelet), Tiffany (Jones), K.J.(Strazza) and Mac (Rosinsky), who are delivering papers in Cleveland the morning after
Halloween in 1988. When a strange sky starts to engulf them, they are unwittingly caught in a conflict between warring time travelers. As they
travel from our present, the past and the future, they encounter both the time factions and future versions of themselves. The series also
features Ali Wong (as the adult Erin) and Nate Corddry.

L-R: Riley Lai Nelet, Fina Strazza, Camryn Jones and Sofia Rosinsky of ‘Paper Girls’

Photo credit: Prime Video

The comic book debuted in 2015 and had a 30 issue run through 2019. The story has been compared to the mega-hit “Stranger Things,” with
its original 1980s settings and supernatural elements. But it is told from a young girl’s point of view, with pop culture writer Glen Waldon
observing about the comic “ … it doesn’t seem coincidental that its tone is harder, flintier, funnier, more pragmatic, and far less concerned with
idealizing the ‘lost innocence’ of childhood.”

In an interview via Zoom with Patrick McDonald of HollywoodChicago.com, three of the four actors portraying the “Paper Girls” –
Riley Lai Nelet, Camryn Jones and Fina Strazza – preview the series …
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Trailer for “Paper Girls” …

 ”Paper Girls” series will stream on Prime Video beginning July 29th, 2022. Featuring Riley Lai Nelet, Camryn Jones, Fina Strazza, Sofia
Rosinsky, Ali Wong and Nate Corddry. Created by Stephany Folsom, from a comic book by Brian K. Vaughan.
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